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Classrooms are a fertile area for the study of social cognition because

they provide a common core of experiences based on which one can examine

theoretically the patterns of development of children's perceptions. They

encompass different types of norms including expectations about morality,

conventions and achievement. In addition considerations concerning both the

reactions of adult authority as well as those of peers can be considered.

Finally, it is important to understand the content of perceptions because they

serve as powerful mediators of the effects of schooling itself (Weiner, 1972;

1979).

Results of observational studies (Nucci & Turiel, 1978) indicate that

children do distinguish between the moral and conventional or procedural

aspects of classroom life. Findings from interviews (Parsons, 1974; Weiner &

Peter, 1973) show that children apply different standards when judging stories

about morality and achievement, but are likely to give equal praise and blame

for success and failure in each, particularly if effort is an issue. Others

(e.g., Keasey, 1978) have suggested that the amount of praise for positive

behavior need not be equivalent to the degree of blame for negative behavior.

However, although researchers have examined differences in reactions to

success and failure in achievement situations and in the assessment of praise

and blame for bad and good behavior in moral and conventional situations,

they have not compared perceptions across all three areas simultaneously.

While these areas can be treated separately for the purpose of experimental

manipulation, in the actual setting they are not often easily distinguishable

because of how teachers actually deal with them or because of how students

perceive them. For instance, teachers emphasize procedure more than achieve-.
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ment, are more likely to threaten and punish procedural violation than academic

failure, and often explain the first as caused by the second (Blumenfeld, et.

al., 1979; Jackson, 19(.8). Thus, not surprisingly, recent findings indicate

that children often cite adherence to conventions like being quiet and not

fooling around as signs of ability and as the cause of good and bad perform-

ance (Harter, 1980; Stipek, 1981). Thus it is important to understand how

and whether children distinguish among the areas of classroom lif, and how

they feel about them.

The purpose of this investigation was to answer the following sets of

questions:

1) How good do children think it is to meet moral, conventions., and

achievement expectations in classrooms? How bad is it not to? In some areas

is it better to meet expectations than it is bad to fail to do so?

2) Are there differences by area in how good children feel about con-

forming to expectations? In how bad they feel about not conforming? In

some areas do they feel better about meeting expectations than bad about not

meeting them?

3) Do reasons for why it's good to meet expectations differ by area?

Do reasons for why it's bad not to differ as well?

4) What is the relation between ratings of goodness or badness, affect

and reasons? Does it differ by area? For instance, do children think it is

just as good to do well as to be quiet but feel more good when they do the

former than the latter?
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Method

Sub ects. Three hundred and sixty first and fifth graders from eighteen

classrooms were interviewed. Half of the subjects came from four schools

in middle class neighborhoods and half from three schools in working class

neighborhoods. Class composition of the schools was determined by conver-

sations with principals about student background and familial occupations,

as well as by the general industrial characteristics of the communities

involved. Approximately equal numbers of boys and girls at each grade level

were interviewed.

Measures & Procedures. Childreds thoughts were obtained through a series

of three types of questionnaires. Each child was presented with two sets of

booklets with illustrations of classroom behavior in four areas - academic

performance, social and academic procedures ond moral norns. To facilitate

presentation, behaviors were divided into "good" books and "bad" books, where

the good books concerned doing deeds that one should, and omitting deeds that

one should omit (completing an assignment; not hitting) and the bad books

concerned the reverse (not finishing an assignment; hitting). No more than

ten issues were included in any book; there were three booklets with a total

of 28 issues presented in one session for the good books and three books

containing 30 issues presented in a single session for the bad books. The

additional issues in the bad books included teasing and tattling, for which

comparable mirror images were difficult to construct. Order of presentation

of issues was randomized within one set of books and then kept the same for

the second set. Which set was tested first was then alternated within grades,

and booklet order was varied according to a Latin Square design to control

for possible effects of order of presentation. A full list of the issues

used will be presented in the results section below.
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Two quantitative measures were included for each issue to tap both

cognitive and affective responses to classroom norms. Children were asked

to assLds how bad (or good) each thing was to do, and then asked to indicate

"how they feel when they do" what was pictured. All children had first

responded to a training task in which a very bad (good) and mildly bai (good)

extra-classroom deed had been depicted and the interviewer had ascertained

that they could differentiate the importance of issues. To assess the

importance - degree of goodness or badness - of an action, fifth graders

drew a line within preset boundaries of 250 millimeters. First graders, for

whom such a task was deemed too difficult, moved a marker on a "magic line

maker" where a red line was revealed when the marker was pushed. To indicate

how they would feel when doing an action depicted, all children marked one of

four faces that ranged from neutral to a large frown for bad acts and neutral

to a large smile for good acts. Fifth graders were interviewed in groups,

usually of five students at a time; first graders were interviewed individually.

Since the fifth graders simply filled out bcoklets, there was no interference

or sharing of answers between children.

Because different children might calibrate the scale for tnportance in

different ways, we used a data transformation for the issue importance

variable. This transformation uses the lines as measures of relative impor-

tance on a child-by-child basis. Indices of importance - degree of goodness

and badness - were constructed for each issue by assigning the value of -.0

to the longest line drawn by each child, and the value 0 to the shortest,

with intermediate lengths transformed according to the formula (length -

minimum length)/(maximum length - minimum length). For each issue, therefore,

avel:age importances reported across children can also theoretically range from

0 to 1.0, and results reported can be read essentially as proportions of the

maximum range.
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A more developmentally oriented measure of the reasons why children

thought the norms important was provided for a subset of the issues. For

the first booklet from each set the child rated, the child was encouraged to

give up to three responses for why the behavior depicted was good or bad to

do. Latin Squares for the good and bad books were staggered such that mirror

image books were never presented first in both sequences; thus all students

gave reasons for two-thirds of the issues, in either their good or bad book

version. Pretests convinced us of the redundancy of asking students about

reasons for each (e.g., why it's good not to fight and why it's bad to fight),

both because reasons were essentially identical and because children themselves

complained of the redundancy. In analyses presented below, results for issues

are then collapsed across good and bad book versions. Answers were coded into

two primarily intri- ic categories including consequences to the self or

others and four primarily extrinsic categories including sanctions (reward/

punishment), social approval from adults or peers, other extrinsic consequences

(having to finish work the next day), and rules (it's nice to share). Average

reliability for categorization wds 91 percent.

Given that children could make multiple responses to any item, although

relatively few did so, analyses involving reasons must be sensitive to the n.

We therefore considered each reason type for each norm as a dichotomous

choice by the child - mentioned/not mentioned - and conducted analyses in

terms of percentage of children mentioning a particular type of reason for,

each issue (or domain, in more aggregated analyses).

Consistency measures were also constructed for the variables of importance,

affect, and reasons. Since the importance measure was intrinsically continuous

and the affect measures could readily be quantified by assigning numbers from

1 to 4 to the neutral to large smile (frown) faces, the consistency between

7
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importance and affect can be represented simply by the correlation between

the two within child. These correlations can then themselves be subjected

to further analyses to explore structural determinants of consistency.

Correlations can also be constructed at varying levels of generality, ranging

from across the data set as a whole to within good or bad books, within

domains, or within both type of book and domain. Since the reasons were

qualitative choices rather than quantitative indices, it is not really

appropriate to speak of consistency between reasons and either importance or

affect, but it is a simple matter to ascertain whether there is an association

between particular reasons and importance or affect scores by performing

t-tests for differences between those choosing and not choosing a reason on

importance or affect score. This can also'be done at different levels of

aggregation, as will be indicated below in presenting consistency data.

Results

Importance and feelings. Table 1 presents average importance and feelings

ratings summaries for each issue as well as for each domain overall, separately

for good and bad books. Grade differences, also presented here for convenience,

are discussed belaw. In examining results or in particular in comparing

imixmance and feelings data, recall that the measure of importance is a trans-

formation of the continuous line data that ranges between 0 and 1.0; feelings

data represent assignment of numbers .anging from 1 to 4, to neutral face

through large smile (or large frown) stimuli.

Insert Table 1 about here



Certain general patterns appear across domains, as well as, predictably,

differences among domains. A first general pattern concerns how students

react to meeting an expectation ("good books") versus failing to meet one

("bad books"). Overall averages for good versus bad books show, across all

domains, that children rate it to be better to meet a norm than it

is bad to fail at one. In addition, they are consistent in rating that they

would feel more good in meeting a role expectation than they would feel bad

in failing to meet one. This pattern is somewhat surprising, given that

children are supposed to absorb learning about doing and not do:ng "bads"

earlier than they do about "goods" (Keasey, 1978).

Relative importances of the domains show clearly children's ability to

distinguish moral from other mot conventional issuls and responses within social mora:

issues do suggest clues to how different types of norms may be viewed. In

this domain there are clear distinctions between issues where children are

taught "thou shalts' and issues where they are taught "thou shalt nots".

Norms like comforting another, sharing, including others, and playing fairly

call for the commission of behavior. Norms about such issues as aggression,

lying, and cheating, in contrast, call for the omission of behavior. For the

commission norms here, children consistently reported that it was more good

to do the act than it was bad to omit it; for the omission norms, they

reported that it was more bad to do the act than it was good to omit it.

The three other domains, more specifically related to classroom life

look relatively similar with regard to how good it is to meet an expectation.

It is interesting to note that almost all good issues are rated above the

median but bad appear below. Most noteworthy is the fact that it was rated

least bad not to fulfill academic performance norms.and that children indicated

they wonld feel least badly about not doing so. Among the procedural issues,

9
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one essentially "moral" norm stands out: persistence, trying to do one's

academic work. It is clear that children here perceived persistence as the

best of the academic or social procedural activities when fulfilled and

failure to persist as the worst violation.

Group differences in importance and feelings. The one truly overwhelming

set of group differences presented in Table 1 above is the consistent differ-

ence between first and fifth graders. For every norm except cheating and

stealing, first graders rated the actions as more extremely good or bad and

indicated that they would feel better or worse, respectively, than was true

of fifth graders. Grade differences on lines for importance might possibly

be attributed to use of a different measuring instrument, as described in--

the methods section above. But the congruence of the reactions for feelings

suggests that first graders were simply reacting with greater conformity to

any and all norms. This pattern is consistent with our cognitive development-

based expectation that responses of first graders would be less discriminating

and more global.

To determine whether first and fifth graders perceptions differed in

terms of the relative importance and affect associated with each of the

behaviors depicted, comparisons were made of ratings by ranking both mean

line and mean face scores by issue by grade and dividing them into quartiles.

Examination of rankings showed no significant differences in the quartile

placement of either importance or feelings scores. Thus, although younger

children are more extreme in reacting to each behavior, in a relative sense,

what norms they think are important and unimportant and how they feel about

them is strikingly similar to older children.

10
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Many fewer differences emerged between boys and girls and they tended

to involve ratings of feelings rather than importance. Tests were made using

regressions with grade controlled by entering it first hierarchically; the

interaction of sex with grade was also entered, and will be discussed where

significant. Tables therefore report partial correlations rather than means.

Because there are multiple non-independent statistical tests made for such

data, we adopted the decision rule that issues only be examined individually

when the overall summary variable for the area showed a significant group

difference. (This rule was obviously unnecessary for grade differences,

where nearly every test was highly significant.) Table 2 shows the results

that emerge for sex differences using this selection criterion.

Insert Table : about here

The consistent patterns of sex differences emerge in response to the

bad books only, and involve feelings-only, in the academic procedure, social

procedure, and social/moral domains. Results are quite ...asy to summarize:

Girls always reported that they would feel worse about violating the norm.

The other dozen-odd scattered significant effects, for lines or for faces in

the good books, might not be ones that could be indiviaully trusted; but

their pattern was also consistent with that found for feelings, in that girls

always reported that it was better to fulfill an expectation and they would

feel better doing so, or worse to fail an expectation and (as shown) that

they would feel worse. Thus sex differences are simply sharpest with regard

to feeling bad about norm violations.
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Surprisingly, there were more significant differences between working

and middle class students than between the sexes. These were also primarily

concentrated in the feelings ratings, as Table 3 shows, but did involve

importance ratings for both good and bad books in the academic performance

realm. In contrast., for feelings ratings there were significant class

differences in six of the eight possible areas, everywhere except in the good

books for academic performance and procedure. Results can be readily

summarized, as they were consistent across all tests: Working class children

always indicLted it was better to meet a normative expectation and that they
41.

would feel better doing so, or that it was worse to fail an expectation and

that they would feel worse doing so. Thus working class children - even more

so than girls overall - eihibited greater conformity to the norme involved

in the student role.

Insert Table 3 about here

Reasons for ratings and group differences ia these. Six categories of

reasons collapsed from the original coding scheme can be examined for patterns

across areas of classroom life and for group differences in utilization. As

noted in the methods section, two reason categories were relatively intrinsic,

those labeled intrinsic and welfare; four were relatively extrinsic, those

labeled extrinsic social, extrinsic other, reward/punishment, and rules.

Thus in addiLion to examining patterns by specific reason type it is also

possible to construct a composite intrinsicness index. Below we will present

associations, and in the following section consistency measures, both for

the reason types considered separately and for a composite index.

1 2
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Table 4 presents percentages of children mentioning a particular reason

type for each issue, arranged by domain of classroom life. The table also

indicates the presence of sign4ficant group differences, which will be

discussed after obtaining an overview of the general patterns by domain. It

is clear fram the table that certain types of reasons tend to cluster in

domains, as evidenced by high proportions of children mentioning a particular

type in one domaiu versus another. Among the intrinsic reasons, those labeled

intrinsic show their consistently heaviest mention in the academic performance

and procedure areas; those labeled welfare (for welfare of or consequences to

others) are appropriately concentrated in the social procedure and social/

moral domens. Extrinsic social reasons (essentially social approval), like

welfare reasons, are found primarily in the social domains. Extrinsic other

reasons - which were frequently of the "you have to do your work over" or

"you'd miss recess" variety - emerge most consistenly, and again appropriately,

in the procedural domains, both academic and social. Reward or punishment as

a reason is offered most consistently in the two procedural domains. Its use

is highly variable in the social/moral domain, but in a pattern which suggests

a distinction between adult-defined offenses and those against peers: with

heavy mentions for aggression, lying, cheating, and stealing, in contrast to

the peer issues of comforting another child, sharing, tattling, or teasing,

with playing fair in an intermediate position. Rules, finally, are offered

with greatest frequency for social/moral issues, followed by social procedure

issues.

Insert Table 4 about here

13
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The fact that the group differences noted here are for raw mentions of

reasons type forces us to a cautionary note, given first the fact that

children were allowed to mention up to three reasons and second the fact

of the sheer number of tests involved. Thus we shall merely present broad

patterns of differences where these appeared, and then reconsider the question

with further statistical controls below. For example, grade differences

appear quite sweeping, involving all reason types to some extent. For reasons

labeled intrinsic and welfare, these differences are all consistent: fifth

graders always mention the reason more frequently. But out of 25 significant

grade differ-aces among the external reasons, fifth graders also mentioned

these more frequently in 18 cases. This would be surprising given the

expectation of greater internality with further cognitive development if we

did not remember the possibility of variation in numbers of reasons - and

that fifth graders may be mentioning more reason types across the board simply

because they are more verbal. For the much smaller number of sex differences,

there are enough consistent patterns (by a criterion of covering at least

three issues) to discern an effect for three types of rcasons. Males

mention reward/punishment and other extrinsic reasons significantly more,

while females mention rules. Social class differences emerged a relatively

large number of times, although less frequently than grade differences, and

with two striking patterns. All of the eight significant class differences

for intrinsic reasons showed the middle class children mentioning them more,

while all of the 15 significant differences for mention of reward/punishment

showed working class children making more frequent mention.

1 4
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Of these sets of patterns, the most pervasive group difference - and

the least clear in meaning - is that for grade. Consistent differences

appear for intrinsic reasons, with fifth graders showing more mentions, but

with a large number of extrinsic reasons also showing fifth graders pre-

dominant. The most unimportant group difference would appear to be sex,

both in that few differences were significant and in that those significant

differences were all concentrated among extrinsic reasons; boys apparently

tend to offer more personalized extrinsic reasons, the extrinsic social and

reward/punishment categories, in contrast to the girls' impersonalized rules.

The class differences, intermediate both in terms of number of significaut

findings and clarity of the differentiation, suggest a middle class intrinsic

versus working class extrinsic tendency.

The most important potential confound in these results is the number of

reason types the child offered. Reasons were coded such that, although the

child could offer up to three reasons, only different reason types were coded;

two intrinsic reasons in a row, for example, would receive a count of one.

Thus it is the diversity as well as the sheer volume of response that is

at issue between groups. Comparisons by issue for grade, sex, and class

differences showed that both sex and class effects previously reported

stand unconfounded by the number of reason types offered. Of the thirty issue

comparisons for each of these variables, there were a trivial two sex differ-

ences and one class difference on number of reason types. In contrast, 29

out of 30 comparisons were significant for grade, with fifth graders always

offering more reason types. The diffuseness of the earlier significant

findings for fifth grade mentions of reasons is thus partly a function of

the volume and diversity of their responses.
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Since the key substantive issue in any of these comparisons is the

relative intrinsic versus extrinsic nature of the response, one attractive

way of providing appropriate controls plus making the crucial group differ-

ences tests is to construct a measure for overall intrinsic versus extrinsic

response. Although there are a variety of ways of doing so, one method

which also controls for number of different reason types offered is to

construct an index of intrinsic responses minus extrinsic responses divided

by intrinsic responses plus extrinsic responses. Group differences on such

an index cannot be a function of number of reason types offered. Further,

such an index can provide a .:onvenient summary measure for additional further

analyses, such as those involving consistency.

Results for group differences on the summary measure of intrinsicness

in fact identify the true significant patterns in the above raw data. In a

hierarchical regression with F--ie entered first, followed by sex and class,

grade proved to be a highly significant predictor of intrinsicness (partial

r .29, p.c.0001); sex was not significant, while social class was also

highly significant (partial r .20, p .0002). Fifth graders were indeed

more intrinsic with a control for number of reason types, and working

class children were indeed more extrinsic. Since the sex differences

previously found were all within extrinsic categories, we would not expect

any intrinsic-extrinsic differences to appear here.

Measures of Consistency in Child Perceptions

Lmportance and feelings. The basic indicator of consistency between

importance and feelings ratings is the within-child correlation between the

two. Such within-child correlations can be calculated at several levels of

1 6
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generality, given the fact that 58 stimuli were evaluated. As indicated by

the summary in Table 5, we assessed consistency overall, across all good

stimuli, across all bad stimuli, within each domain, and for good and bad

stimuli respectively within domains. The table presents the results from

regressions in which we tested for effects of grade, sex, and social class

on these consistencies. Looking first at the general results irrespective

of demographic differences, several interesting patterns emerge. The general

level of consistency is quite substantial, particularly in the light of the

restricted range of choices available for the measure of feelings. Consis-

tency is higher, however, for bad stimuli than for good ones, possibly

as a function of the more extreme scores already noted for good ratings of

both importance and feelings, if these essentially yielded ceiling effects.

Domain differences are more unambigously substantive, with lower consistency

for academic procedure than for the other areas of classroom life. Probing

why this might be the case then moves the inquiry into the area of demographic

determinants of consistency.

Insert Table 5 about here

The most striking difference in consistency, a predictable one, is that

between first and fifth graders. All consistency measures, from the most

general to the most specific, show higher consistency for fifth graders.

Social class iifferences are less ubiquitous and less powerful, but they are

still both common and themselves internally consistent, with working class

children always appearing more consistent whenever there is a significant

class difference. This class effect appears primarily due to ratings of the

1 7
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good stimuli, but encompasses all domains except for academic procedure.

When the domains are broken down into their good versus bad stimuli, class

differences are revealed in the good and bad stimuli for the social procedure

domain, in the good stimuli for both academic performance and social/moral

domains, and in neither set of academic procedure stimuli. (In general,

we would expect fewer significant results among the breakdowns by both

stimulus type and domain, just in light of the smaller number and range of

stimuli for which the consistency correlation is being calculated.) Despite

a virtual absence of sex differences in consistency, the sole significant

difference provide a clue about the previously noted lower consistency in the

academic procedure domain; for there is a sex difference in consistency,

there, with boys showing lower consistency than girls. Although the regressions

comparing the sexes for good and bad academic procedure stimuli separately

show no significant sex difference, as shown in Table 5, examination of

average aLademic procedure good and bad correlations for boys and girls and

their relationships to the other consistency correlations revealed that for

boys, the consistency of the academic procedure good stimuli is distinctively

lower than that for other domains; for girls, consistency is more even across

domains. Among the bad stimuli, both sexes showed less consistency in the

academic procedure and academic performance domains than in the other two.

Thus the "something special" about academic procedure that renders it an

area of lower consistency between importance and feelings appears to be the

responses of boys to that area, and particularly to the good stimuli presented

in it.

Overall, then, a substantial amount of consistency in ratings of importance

and feelings was revealed, tempered by findings of differences between good

and bad stimuli, among domains, and between demographic groups. The most

18
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striking demographic result, the general pattern of greater consistency for

fifth graders, was also in a sense the least informative. In contrast, the

class differences in which working class children appeared more consistent

were concentrated to some extent in the good stimuli, an area of overall

greater consistency; and the only sex difference emerged in the academic

procedure domain, with boys less consistent, possibly providing an explanation

of the distinctively lower consistency in that domain.

Reasons. The relationship between reasons offered for the importance

of issues and either their importance or the feelings attached to them is,

as noted above, not truly a question of consistency; instead, it simply

indicates whether there is some association between a particular reason type

anoi the aasessment of importance and feelings. The only associations that

were antic2.pated were possible links between the intrinsic nature of a reason

given and an isa..ie's importance or feelings, with the expectation that reasons

of an intrinsic type would be associated with ratings of greater importance

or feelings; in contrast, we expect lower importance or feelings ratings for

reasons of an extrinsic type. First associations between the six reason

types for each issue were assessed separately for good and bad versions of

the issue, by regressing the importance or feelings score on each reason type

in an equation with grade entered first, follawed hierarchically by the

reason (scored as chosen/not chosen) and the grade reason interaction. Grade

was used as a control because of its already-demonstrated importance in

determining importance scores, feeling scores, and the consistency between

the two.

Limited evidence of any association between any particular reason type

and either importance or feelings was found. Out of a total of 348

regressions (28 good stimuli and 30 bad stimuli for six reason types),
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importance scores were significantly different for only 14 main effects of

reason type and eight interactions of reason with grade well within what

might be expected by chance, particularly considering that the reason types

were not completely independent, given the limitation of three answers per

issue that was imposed.

More conclusive answers are possible, given the apparently weak-to-nil

relations between reasons and either importance or feelings, by turning to

the summary index of intrinsicness. Use of that index makes possible two

sorts of consistency check: first, a direct check for a link between

intrinsicness and either importance or feelings ratings; and, second, an

assessment of whether intrinsicness is itself associated with greater

consistency between the other two measures, using the correlation between

intrinsicneA and the previously derived importance-feelings correlations.

Any direct link between intrinsicness of a reason and either the rated

importance of a norm or the associated feeling proves to be absent. When

grade is controlled, intrinsicness is uncorrelated with any of the eight

summary measures (by domain and by good versus bad stimuli) for either

importance of feelings. (Without grade controlled, there are a number of

apparent linkages of intrinsicness to lower importance or feelings, resulting

from the fact that intrinsicness is correlated with grade which in turn

predicts to both lower importance and lower feelings.) Thus the small

number of somewhat inconsistent findings noted at the level of individual

reason types can essentially be ignored.

Similarly, intrinsicness proved unrelated to any importance-feelings

consistency measure. While this finding serves to clarify the picture of the

role of intrinsicness i.e., it is not linked in any way with consistency

110
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of response - it also illustrates that the demographic variables can have

quite distinctive effects on different aspects of the data. Although grade

powerfully predicts both the consistency correlations and the intrinsicness

of reasons, the two are themselves unrelated.

Discussion

The findings presented have implications for understanding the develop-

ment of cognitions about classroom life and for their potential influence on

behavior. Generally, results agree with previous reports (Nucci & Turiel,

1978; Turiel, 1978) in that children did distinguish among the moral and

conventional domains of classroom life with respect to cognitions of goodness

and badness of acts as well as in their feelings about and perceptions of

reasons underlying norms in these areas. However, they point to the need to

consider whether the actor is adhering to or violating norms when predicting

responses. For instance, children assigned high imports- -e and affect to

success at reading and math exercises but failure at these was rated and

reacted to as among the least bad things to do. The difference in response

to good and bad acts in the area of academic performance was more extreme

than in the procedural or moral domains. Issues in this area received the

highest ratings of importance and affect, overall and also showed the least

change from good to bad books. It is intriguing to speculate that the

divergences by domain reflect children's greater willingness to take respon-

sibility for their good than for their bad acts. This tendency, however, is

tempered by external considerations as well so that exceptions occur in the

area that is the most likely to receive quick, consistent and severe adult

reaction, violation of moral norms.
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As anticipated first graders were uniformly more eagerly conforming,

whether in terms of their thoughts about the importance of classroom norms

or their feelings regarding conformity/nonconformity to them. The fact that

they saw the issues almost identically to fifth graders in terms of relative

rankings of importance and affect is quite surprising. We assumed that

younger children would make fewer distinctions among procedural and achieve

ment domains based on previous writings which indicate that the beginning

school years are primarily a time of socialization into the routines of

school with respect to learning the content of work as well as the appropriate

procedures for accomplishing it within the context of a crowded, busy room

(Blumenfeld, et al., 1979; Dreeben, 1967; Jackson, 1968). This prediction

also stemmed from reports that young children use procedural conformity as

criteria for defining success and ability (Stipek, 1981). These findings,

however, are consistent with previous work which suggests that there are

almost no differences across grade level in teacher communication about

classroom behaviors (Blumenfeld, et al, forthcoming). The frequency of

mention of moral, procedural and academic performance domains,of particular

norms within domains, and the type of information such as reasons and

attributions provided or sanctionsapplied was overwhelmingly similar.

Children's cognitions mirror these invariant realities of classroom life.

The fact that younger children's rankings did not differ from older ones

indicates that perceptions of the relative importance of classroom norms are

shaped early and are extremely stable across time. What changes withage is

the intensity of children's reactions to these norms and their comprehension

of the reasons underlying them.

Overall girls and working class children were more conforming in terms

of importance and affect measures, although in the case of girls it was

9
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entirely in the realm of their feelings and in the case of working class

children it was predominantly so. Sex differences that emerged confirmed

previous reports that girls are more concerned about classroom behavior

(Brophy & Good, 1974). In particular, they seem to care more about procedures

than boys, but not, it appears, because they understand them differently,

at least in terms of reasons offered for why they are important. Social

class differences found may reflect the greater emphasis on conformity and

obedience prevalent in working class homes (Hess, 1970; Kohn, 1969) an

explanation buttressed by their greater smphasis on extrinsically oriented

reasons.

Consistency of ratings of goodness/badness of acts and affect was

generally high for both grades, indicating that children care more about

those things they think are more important. Overall, consistency was higher

for bad behaviors than for good ones; within domain the inconsistencies

were greatest in the area of academic procedure, where affect was lower than

importance ratings. Examination of patterns of correlation for each

individual issue showed that consistency generally is accounted for by the

higher lines and faces of first graders and lower lines and faces of fifth.

In cases with correlations below the median, the pattern of discrepancy

showed that first graders were more likely to have responded with low lines

and high faces and fifth graders the reverse. That is, first graders

assigned more affect than importance when discrepant whereas fifth graders

assigned higher important than feeling. This pattern, like that of the

affect measure in general points to the decreased emotional involvement

in classroom life by older youngsters.

The finding that the intrinsicness f one's reasoning bears no

relatian to perceptions of import or affective responses is noteworthy.
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Although as expected, fifth graders proved significantly more intrinsic

in reasons offered, tl.ey also earlier emerged as consistently rating conformity

to norms as less important and themselves as feeling less good about

conformity and less bad about nonconformity than first graders. Thus the

intrinsieness of one's reasoning about an issue is no guarantor of one's

evaluation of it or one's feeling about it. Similarly, working class

children both gave more extrinsic reasons than middle class children and,

where they differed at all, rated normative conformity more favorably and

their feelings as more intense. The supposedly more internalized (intrinsic)

response need not be the more intense nor need it be accompanied by greater

normative or behavioral conformity. It may, it appears, even be accompanied

by less.

One reason for the lack of relation may be that perceptions of

importance and affective reactions are shaped first by external considerations

like adult applied sanctions and only later by other considerations like more

inherent consequences to others or the self. In both cases the behaviors in

question may remain important--the reasons for thinking so differ. Moreover,

as awareness of intrinsic reasons increase, awareness of extrinsic ones does

not necessarily decrease, or become less influential. Essentially, idtrinsic

and extrinsic explanations, while conceptually distinct are in reality not

always separable. Children are not left to their own devices in classrooms;

those who do not perceive the inherent rationale for following procedures and

doing work must do so anyway. The teacher is likely to enforce adherence to

moral, procedural and performance norms regardless of the child's compre

hension of the reason why.
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The probability and severity of adult reaction more likely influences

perceptions of the goodness and badness and feelings about behavior,

irrespective of perceptions of the underlying rationales for expectations.

The predominance of extrinsic reasons like "you have to do it at recess,"

or "you have to do it at home" along with intrinsic ones about learning,

means that youngsters know that work must be done, regardless and not

necessarily because it teaches you something. Thus, although youngsters

understand that doing poor quality work means failure to learn, their

perceptions that poor performance on math or reading exercises is less bad

than failure to complete work may reflect that fact that teachers are not

as likely to respond as intensely to inadequate papers as they are to failure

to finish work. Similarly, while teachers talk a lot about talking, as

compared to stealing or hitting, their reactions to it are less consistent

and certainly less dramatic. The finding that whae children perceive moral

norms as the most important overall, they view peer oriented ones that are

perhaps less likely to be sanctioned by an adult like sharing, teasing and

playing fair as somewhat less so, provides additional support for this

suggestion.

On the whole the results indicated that children do differentiate

among domains of classroom life; their cognitions of importance and

emotional responses concerning behaviors are shaped as much by consideration

of consequences and external realities as they are by developmentally based

changes In comprehension of reasons for these norms. Age differences in

perceptions reflect less extreme judgements of goodness and badness and less

intense feelings by fifth graders, even in instances where they understand

intrinsic rationales for expectations. The fact that rankings of importance

and feelings did not differ by age suggests that across moral, conventional
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and academic domains older and younger children,in a relative sense,

perceive and react similarly to the norms of classroom life. It is the

degree of their evaluation and affect both that declines and becomes more

consistent over time.



A. Academic Pelormance

Tssue

Table 1.

Student thought about classreom norms by domain:

Importance (lines) nnd feelings (faces) for each norm

Importance

Significance
Overall First Grade Fifth Grade level

O
OVERALL

O Math Content
D

Language Cmtent

B Other Cor:ent
0

Language Format
0
K Math Format
S

B

A
D

B
0
0
K
S

OVERALL

Math Content

Language Content

Other Content

Language Format

Ma h Format

Feelings

Significance
Overall First Grade Fifth Grade level

.66 .74 .59 d 3.23 3.45 3.01 d

.74 .80 .70 c 3.50 3.58 3.42 a

.70 .75 .65 c 3.30 3.47 3.14 d

.63 .70 .57 d 3.26 3.47 3.08 d

,57 .68 .47 d 2.90 3.27 2.57 d

.66 .76 .58 d 3.11 3.44 2.81 d

.46 .57 .37 d 2.74 3.12 2.39 d

.54 .61 .48 d 3.07 3.27 2.90 c

.55 .62 .49 c 2.92 3.14 2.72 d

.40 .52 .29 d 2.64 3.12 2.21 d

.34 .48 .21 d 2.29 2.80 1.82 d

.52 .64 .40 d 2.76 3.25 2.31 d

a) t test 2 <.05
b) e <.01

c) p .001
d) <.0001

CI ''.1
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Table 1 (cont.)

G

0

0
D

B

0

0

K

S

a

A

D

B

0
0

K

S

B. Academic Procedure

Importance

First Grade Fifth Grade
Significance

lexiel Overall

Feelings

First Grade Fifth Grade
Significance

level

Issue

Overall

OVERALL

On-Task

Assistance

Persistence

Readiness

Routine

Completion

OVERALL

On-Task

Assistance

Persistence

Readiness

Routine

Completion

.68 .76 .60 d 3.09 3.43 2.79 d

.68 .78 .59 d 3.06 3.47 2.69 d

.65 .76 .55 d 3.01 3.38 2.68 d

.75 .82 .68 d 3.78 3.48 2.92 d

.64 .69 .59 b 3.07 3.42 2.76 d

.65 .75 .56 d 2.96 3.37 2.58 d

.70 .76 .64 c 3.27 3.47 3.08 d

.59 .68 .51 d 2.91 3.23 2.63 d

.64 .75 .53 d 2.99 3.36 2.66 d

.57 .67 .47 d 2.85 3.23 2.49 d

.68 .76 .61 d 3.07 3,31 2.85 d

.51 .56 .47 b 2.72 2.91 2.55 c

.62 .71 .53 d 2.99 3.36 2.65 d

.53 .63 .44 d 2.87 3.22 2.55
k d

a) t - tr!st k < .05
b) k< .C1
c) k < .011

1) .p. < .0001

2

t

3 0



C. Social Procedure

Issue

OVERALL

Materials
G

0 Place
0

0
Lining Up

General
B

Turn Taking
0

0 Role
K

Late
S

Cleaning Up

Noise

OVERALL

Materials

Place
B

A Lining Up
D

General

B Turn TaKing
0

Role
0

V. Late
S

Cleaning Up

Noise

Table 1 (con't)

Importance

Significance
Overall First Grade Fifth Grade level

Feelings

Overall First Grade Fifth Grade
Significance

level

.62 .73 .53 d 2.93 3.36 2.55 d

.69 .78 .60 d 3.12 3.50 2.78 d

.55 .68 .44 d 2.79 3.27 2.35 d

.57 .69 .45 d 2.82 3.30 2.39 d

.59 .68 .50 d 2.81 3.25 2.41 d

.64 .73 .55 d 2.97 3.34 2.63 d

.64 .71 .57 d 3.00 3.42 2.63 d

.63 .73 .54 d 2.93 3.38 2.53 d

.70 .31 .60 d 3.06 3.47 2.71 d

.62 .72 .53 d 2.89 3.32 2.50 d

.58 .69 .47 d 2.82 3.21 2.47 d

.64 .77 .52 d 3.03 3.44 2.65 d

.43 .57 .31 d 2.42 2.88 2.00 d

.56 .70 .44 d 2.74 3.26 2.25 d

.67 .77 .58 d 2.99 3.35 2.66 d

.61 .71 .51 d 2.89 3.26 2.56 d

.63 .71 .56 d 3.04 3.25 2.85 d

.39 .48 .31 d 2.44 2.80 2.11 d

.66 .79 .53 d 3.03 3.40 2.69 d

.60 35 .48 d 2.84 3.25 2.47 d

a) t -test 2 < .05
b) k < .01
c) p_ < .01)1

d) p_ < .0901

31-
32



D. Social/Moral

Issue

OVERALL
G

0 Comforting

0

D
Aggression

Lying

B
Sharing

0

0 Include Otlers

g

S
Playing Fair

Cheating

Stealing

OVERALL

Coa..forting

B Aggression

A Lying

D Sharing

Include Others

B Playing Fair

0 Cheating

O Stealing

K Tattling

S Teasing

Overall

Table 1 (cont.)

Importance
Significance

First Grade Fifth Grade level Overall

Feelings

First Grade Fifth Grade
Significance'

le\,e1

.73 .81 .66 d 3.21 3.50 2.95 d

.78 .84 .72 d 3.33 3.55 3.14 d

.70 .83 .59 d 3.13 3.45 2.84 d

.77 .83 .71 d 3.18 3.51 2.87 d

.70 .76 .65 c 3.21 3.45 3.00 d

.(3 .77 .60 d 3.19 3.56 2.84 d

.63 .75 .57 d 3.09 3.47 2.74 d

.i6 .82 .70 c 3.24 3.5i 2.99 d

.79 .83 .75 b 3.33 3.50 3.18 c

.69 .76 .63 d 3.14 3.40 2.91 d

.65 .74 .56 d 3.12 3.47 2.80 d

.86 .71 d 3.30 3.57 3.05 d

.8.', .89 .80 c 3.55 3.68 3.42 c

.69 .46 d 2.91 3.39 2.47 d

.61 .73 .54 d 2.96 3.24 2.72 d

.5. .60 .49 b 2.84 3.10 2.60 d

.8 .84 .82 n.s. 3.45 3.51 3.41 n.s

.8- .89 .90 n.s. 3.66

2.72

3.68

3.03

3.64

2.44

n.s.

d.64 .46 d

.61 .74 .53 d 2.93 3.32 2.56 d

a) t test E
b) r : .01

c) p < .001
d) p < .0001

33 34



Table Z

Partial cjrrelz,:ions for significant sex differences
in feelings ratings.

Domain and Issue Partialr's Sianificance Level
Bad Books Academic Procedure

Overall .14 .01

On Task .16 .002

Routine .11 .04

Bad Books Social Procedure
Overall .15 .005

Lining Up .14 .009

General Social
Procedure .12 .03

Late .14 .el

Cleaning Up .12 .03

Noise .15 .007

Bad Books Social/Moral
Overall .21 .0001

Comforting .14 .01

Aggression .15 .007

Lying .15 .304

Sharing .15 .005

Tattling .12 .03

Teasing .14 .008



Table 3-

Partial correlations for significant social class differences
-at importance or feelings ratings

Good Books

Domain and Issue

Importance Feelings
Partial r Significance Partial r Significance

Academic Performance
Overall .12 .02

Language Content .12 .03

Oth.n. Content .18 .0006

Bad Books Academic Performance
Overall .20 .0003 .20 .0002

Other Content .24 <-.0001 .20 .0002

Language Format .11 .05 .15 .007

Math Format .14 .01 .19 .0005

Bad Books Academic Procedure
Overall n.s. .17 .002

On task .14 .01

Assistance .12 .02

rood Books

Routine

Social Procedure

.19 .0006

Overall n.s. .11 .05

Bad Books Social Procedure
Overall .23 .00O2

Materials .11 .05

Place .15 .005

Lining Up .18 .001

Turn Taking .15 .007

Cleaning Up .16 .003

Noise .16 .003'

Good Eooks Social/Moral
Overall n.s. .12 .03

Aggression .24 <.0001

Including Others .11 .05

Playing fair .12 .03

Bad Books Social/Moral
Overall n.s. .11 .04

Sharing .14 .008
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Table 4'

Perceptions of reasons for norms:

Percent of children mentioning each reason type
by domain and issue*

REASONS

Intrinsic Extrinsic

Intrinsic Welfare
Extrinsic-
Social

Extrinsic-
Oth2r

Reward/
Punishment Rules

A. Academic Outcome

47.0,c

44.9a,c

19.7
8.8

31.9a,c

33.2
a

'

b
'

c

10.5
49.2a
28.2

26.4

20.4

4.0
4.0,

44.1`
40.7a
10.2

c

2.1a

45.0
c

2.9
8.4

2.8

3.2
c

10.2

11.6
6.7

9.7
a

23.6

8.4

6.7
4.6

2.5

4.2
a,b

3.7

24.4

26.2

7.6

37.5a
9.7

32.8
a

16.8

24.4
b

45.8
46.8a

50.0
b

29.8
a,c

27.1
a,b,c

7.1

15.3a
259a,c

44.5c
15.1

19.7

15.5
20.4c

31.0a'c

4.9

5.3
63b

7.4

5.6

5.0c

20.2

12.6a
5.5

9.3

4.2

Issue

Math Content
Language Content

Language Format
Math Format
Other Content

B. Academic Procedure

Issue

On-task
Assistance
Persistence
Readiness
Routine
Completion

*Differences in proportion of children mentioning each reason by sex, age, and socioeconomic status.

a=grade
b=scx
c=SI.S

3 '7
38
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Table 4' (continued)

REASONS

Intrinsic Extrinsic

Intrinsic Welfare
Extrinsic-
Social

Extrinsic-
Other

Reward/
Punishment Rules

C

D.

Social Procedure

1

1

1

i

3.6

15.6
4.9a

9.7

2.5
b

7.6

37.5
8.8a

17.1

12.9c

4.4

8.0
a

'

c

19.1a
8.0a
492a
39.4

a
'

c

13.9a

3.8

1.9

65.3a

236a
316a
55.0a ,

529a,c
513a
6.9a

52.8,

634d,c

54.7a

52.4

418a
50.7
61.3a

22.7a

8.3
42.6

139a
36.6

t

1

6.2a

6.7

21.8

8.4
c

12.6

13.0
4.6

13.4

6.0

19.1

19.1a,c

16.9a
32.9a
21.8

26.5
7.9

6.0
14.34

10.2

14.2

22.2

16.0a

10.1

92a
16.0

38.4

21.8
b

12.C.

0.4

26.2
7.6

4.0
5.3

14.7

37.5
4.2

2.5

1.4

13.8a

33.8

32.0

30.3
a

'

c

_4.7c

20.6
a

a b
24.1 '

19.4c

19.4

.--.
2.2

b c
28.4

a"
45.3a
4.4c
2.7a
13.9
25.0c
31.9b,c

6.3
6.0

b^

12.9

1 2 4
b

18.1

22.3

17.2

2.8

11.1
c

6.0

14.7
b

10.7

11.1

18.2
b

10.2
25.6

13.0

30.1
b

9.7

6.5

Issue

Materials
Place
Lining Up

General
Turn Taking
Role
Late

Cleaning Up
Noise

Social/Moral

Issue

Comforting
Aggression
Lying
Sharing
Include Others
Playing Fair
Cheating
Stealing
Tattling
Teasing

. 39



Table 5

Consistency between impnrtance and feelings ratings plus consistency aifferences
by grade, sex, and social class.

Consistency measure Overall r

Significant parti.is for effect of:

Grade (1/5) Sex (N/F) Class (middle/working)

Overall

Overall good

Overall bad

Academic performance

-good

-bad

Academic procedure!

-good

-bad

Social procedure

ood

-bad

Social/moral-

-good

-bad

.54

.47

.57

.51

.41

.42

.44

.36

.42

.50

.42

.50

.42

.55

.35c

.29c

.36c

.26c

b
.17

.23c

.18c

.14a

.20c

b
.18

.b15

.14a

.339-
.22c

.38c

-

_

_

-

-

-

.,3a

_

_

_

-

-

-

_

.18c

.21c

-

.12a

18
b

_

_

_

.21c

1181
b

.16

15
b

..15a

a) p < .05

b) p < .01-

c) ? < .n01

-
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